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Introduction

In October 2017 at the 19th Congress of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), Xi Jinping was re-elected for a second five-year term as General Secretary of the Communist Party. In his acceptance speech, he stated, “The China model for a better social governance system offers a new option for other countries and nations who want to speed up their development while preserving their independence. And it offers Chinese wisdom and a Chinese approach to solving the problems facing mankind.”1It was a just a brief mention of a bold idea—that China had a model worth emulating—but it was enough to spark debate within and outside China over what precisely Xi meant. Xi, himself, appeared to take a step back in a second speech one month later, in which he stated that China would neither import foreign models of development nor export the Chinese model and ask other countries to copy the Chinese practice.2 Yet one year later, in a December 2018 speech, Xi once again suggested the potential universality of the China model: “Forty years of practice has fully proved that China’s development has provided successful experiences and shown bright prospects for the majority of developing countries to modernize. It is a powerful force for promoting world peace and development, and a great contribution of the Chinese nation to the progress of human civilization.”3

The debate over whether Xi Jinping and the rest of the Chinese government seeks to export its model continues today. Part of the reason for this ongoing discussion is that there is no single definition for what constitutes the China model. On this point, the Australian writer Richard McGregor suggests one fruitful approach, “The Chinese system, which combines a Leninist-style party with a centuries-old bureaucratic culture, can’t easily be replicated elsewhere. What Mr. Xi is really promoting is something else: the idea that authoritarian political systems are not only

legitimate but can outperform Western democracies.” At its heart, therefore, the China model is simply one variant of authoritarian or state capitalism—a single party state whose polity is characterized, as University of Michigan Professor Yuen Yuan Ang has described, by extensive state control over political and social life, including the media, Internet, and education, and whose economy reflects a mix of both market-based practices as well as the strong hand of the state in core sectors of the economy. Much as the United States and other market democracies export their model by advancing regulations and laws that support individual property rights, free speech, and elections—both within countries and at the level of global governance—the export of the China model includes supporting the creation of laws and regulations that enhance state control, limit individual freedoms, and favor state-led economic development.

Over the past two-and-a-half years since Xi’s 19th Party Congress speech, both in rhetoric and reality, China has become increasingly comfortable in its efforts to export its state-centered political and economic model globally. Its motives are both defensive—to protect China from international criticism—and offensive—to ensure that international norms and values align with and serve Chinese values and policy priorities. Beijing also has significant economic interests at stake in advancing its model; for example, the technology used to underpin the model can be sold and deployed by Chinese companies. It exports its model, or elements of its model, through a number of different channels: multilateral forums, bilateral training and education opportunities, the Belt and Road Initiative, and international governmental organizations. While many countries are willing consumers of China’s model, Beijing is not averse to using coercive means, such as threatening access to its market or even banning products from recalcitrant countries, to push others to accept elements of its model.

The United States and its partners possess the tools necessary to prevent China from helping to create and/or buttress a new coterie of authoritarian capitalist countries that is prepared to support Beijing’s values and priorities. However, it will require developing a coordinated strategy that relies on both traditional as well as new forms of capacity building efforts in developing economies, strengthening the U.S. support at home and abroad for democratic values and good governance, and engaging U.S. companies more directly in both defensive and offensive strategies.

Exporting the China Model: A Multi-Dimensional Game

The Chinese Communist Party has multiple objectives in exporting its model. First, as noted above, the more countries that share China’s norms and values, the more support Beijing will garner for its policies on the global stage. For example, in September 2019 when the United States and twenty-one other market democracies condemned China’s detention of upward of one million Uighur Muslims in labor and reeducation camps in Xinjiang, China was able to rally more than fifty countries—most of which had authoritarian political leanings—in support of its practices, thereby undermining U.S. and others’ efforts to pressure China to change its policies. Second, China’s Belt
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and Road Initiative reinforces elements of China’s development model in other countries, including debt-inducing infrastructure led development, lack of transparency, corruption, and weak social, labor, and environmental protections. Arguably, it is easier for China to invest in countries that share its own development practices. Third, the export of the China model provides extensive opportunities for economic gain for Chinese companies, particularly those involved in infrastructure or in the development and deployment of new technologies, including satellite systems, fiber optic cables, media, e-commerce, and surveillance systems. Finally, to the extent that other countries follow China’s model, it helps legitimize the Chinese Communist Party at home. It sends a message to the Chinese people that far from being a pariah polity, their governance system is respected and worthy of emulation.

Capacity Building: At one level, China exports its model through political and economic capacity building in other countries, much in the same way that the United States and other democracies have traditionally sought to strengthen laws and norms promoting democracy in developing countries.

First, there is a concentrated and determined effort by the Chinese Communist Party to educate and train foreign officials and experts on the nature of the model and on how to implement it. Some of this training takes place in multilateral forums. For example, in October 2019, Zhejiang province hosted a forum called “The significance of China’s social governance to the world,” which was attended by more than 200 experts from 20 countries. The Xinhua tagline from the conference was “China can provide wisdom to a world that is in need of new governance models.” And an article in the Beijing Review reported, “The world’s largest developing country can truly offer wisdom for the governance of the world in many aspects, ranging from politics, economy and culture to science, education, public health environment and poverty reduction.” Under the auspices of the Belt and Road Initiative, China has also hosted two to three-week seminars on how to conduct online censorship and surveillance for officials from other countries, such as the Philippines, Saudi Arabia, the UAE, and Thailand. And Guangxi province is home to a leadership academy, established in 2017, whose mission it is to train officials from ASEAN on China’s governance and economic development model. The training program has reached almost 1000 ASEAN officials. It lasts about ten days and includes subjects such as how the government can guide online public opinion, alleviate poverty, and develop a stronger grassroots presence.

Second, Beijing operates bilaterally, targeting individual countries for education and training opportunities either in Beijing or in the host country. Council on Foreign Relations Senior Fellow Josh Kurlantzick, for example, has documented the very granular export of the China model to Cambodia. Not only does China provide defense training for the army, economic training for ministers, and justice training for police, but there are also highly specific lessons on what tools to
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use to suppress dissent and how to encourage foreign investment, while at the same time accessing and retaining foreign technology and skills.10

The China model has perhaps found the most adherents in Africa. For example, the Chinese Communist Party trained the Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Democratic Front (now part of the Prosperity Party) on how to develop its party organizational structure, strengthen its ideological work and propaganda system, and improve its cadre education. In addition, the CCP provides instruction on how to monitor, guide, and manage public opinion—including the organization setup, technologies, legislation and relations with the media.11 The Sudanese People’s Liberation Movement (SPLM) has also been a particularly avid consumer of China’s political and economic model. Its sends hundreds of government officials to China to study with the Communist Party, where it learns how China has developed its transportation, health, and culture industries, its poverty alleviation efforts, as well as how to manage public opinion and build a party. China also provides several hundred scholarships annually to South Sudanese students, embeds businesspeople from South Sudan in Chinese companies, and has provided free computers to the SPLM. The head of the SPLM stated in 2017 that he was preparing a training manual on a code of conduct and party structure based on that of China.12 Stimson Center scholar Yun Sun has also detailed how members of the African National People’s Congress have traveled to China to study the organizational development of the CCP at the grassroots level to understand how local officials implement decisions by Beijing, as well as to attend training seminars on “socialism theories and practices.”13

Beijing is particularly active in exporting the elements of its model dedicated to state control over civil society. After participating in a China-Tanzania roundtable on new media, the Tanzanian deputy minister of communications Edwin Ngonyani discussed collaborating with China on social media censorship, noting “Our Chinese friends have managed to block such media in their country and replace them with homegrown sites that are safe, constructive and popular. We aren’t there yet, but while we are still using these platforms we should guard against their misuse.”14 Tanzania and Zimbabwe have both modelled their cybersecurity laws after that of China. And according to a study by Freedom House, Vietnam also has released a cybersecurity law based on that of China after participating in a training seminar with Chinese officials.15

The Chinese government also provides the technology and technical support necessary to enhance the state’s control over civil society. In Uganda, China’s National Electronics Import and Export corporation is supporting capacity-building for Uganda’s communications commission, police force and ministry of internal affairs, including both training and the provision of technology. Huawei technicians, for example, reportedly helped Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni intercept his

13Yun Sun, “Political Party Training: China’s Ideological Push In Africa?”
opponent’s Skype and WhatsApp communications, after his own government team couldn’t do it.\textsuperscript{16} China’s surveillance technologies hold enormous attraction for many countries’ leaders. In Latin America, Venezuela, Bolivia, and Ecuador have all purchased various forms of surveillance technology from Chinese firms.\textsuperscript{17} According to a Brazilian journalist, Huawei simply gifted Brazil millions of dollars in surveillance cameras. And Kazakh President Kassym-Jomart Tokayev, who studied in both the former Soviet Union and China, was reportedly stunned by a demonstration of Hikvision’s surveillance technology, in which one can click on someone’s face and access a person’s financial situation, work and school history, and leisure activities. He left convinced that his country needed the same technology.\textsuperscript{18} While surveillance technologies can be important aids in reducing crime, it is also the case, as Latin America scholar Evan Ellis has noted, that these technologies will give authoritarian regimes something that they have only dreamed about—a massive ability to sanction persons who engage in political or social behaviors of which the government disapproves.\textsuperscript{19}

Moreover, China’s provision of telecommunications infrastructure has the potential to enhance its ability to promote the China model through media content. Over the past few years, the Chinese government has launched and subsidized a satellite TV project for 10,000 villages in Africa. The Chinese company, StarTimes, provides both the satellite dishes and the content subscription packages. It now transmits Chinese television shows into the homes of more than 20 million subscribers in thirty African countries. Unsurprisingly, much of the content is devoted to shows that paint a favorable picture of China. Moreover, in Kenya, its cheapest package features only Kenyan and Chinese channels. Access to other channels, such as the BBC or Al Jazeera, costs more.\textsuperscript{20}

In addition to the export of elements of its political model, China also exports elements of its economic development model. While the economic achievements of China’s infrastructure and export-led growth are widely admired globally, this same development model has also been accompanied by significant levels of infrastructure-induced government debt, a lack of transparency in deal-making, corruption, a failure to involve local populations in the decision-making and planning processes, and popular protest. All of these elements are evident in multiple Belt and Road host countries. In some cases, the China model reinforces similar proclivities in these countries; in others, it introduces fundamentally new challenges and opportunities. For example, the Chinese and Kenyan governments were prepared to build Kenya’s first coal-fired power plant in Lamu, whose old town is a UNESCO World Heritage Site. After seven years, protests and a lawsuit by Kenyan civil society activists resulted in the country’s court system revoking the project’s

environmental license and staying the project.\textsuperscript{21} Such protests are common throughout Belt and Road countries.

China also exports additional elements of its economic model. Over the past two decades, for example, it has advanced its model of special economic zones and industrial parks, a process that has accelerated under the auspices of the BRI. For example, where China has stakes or controlling stakes in ports, such as Bangladesh, Malaysia, and Ethiopia, it is also establishing industrial parks linked to these ports. The Chinese director of one such park in Malaysia, has stated that the park is “a platform for China’s emerging strategic industries, such as high-end manufacturing and equipment and biotechnology to go global” as well as to provide opportunities for Malaysian companies.”\textsuperscript{22} In other cases, such as in Bangladesh, however, the parks are overwhelmingly focused on attracting Chinese companies. Moreover, a study by Greenpeace East Asia has found that inside China, these industrial parks have suffered from lack of oversight and become sources of water pollution and soil contamination.\textsuperscript{23} It is plausible that such practices will be replicated globally.

\textbf{Norms and International Institutions:} China also exports its model through its participation in international institutions and regimes. Xi Jinping frequently references the need for China to lead in the reform of the global governance system. Over the past several years, China has assumed a leadership role within many UN institutions; currently it heads four of fifteen UN-related specialized agencies.\textsuperscript{24} It actively seeks to use international institutions to advance Chinese norms and policy preferences by inserting normative language such as “community for shared destiny,” “win-win,” and policies such as Belt and Road into UN documents. Center for American Progress scholar Melanie Hart has detailed, for example, Chinese efforts to shape the developing regime around Internet governance, noting, “China is seeking to devalue those external freedoms by pushing authoritarian principles in global internet governance forums. Just as China is convening its own human rights forums, it is also hosting World Internet Conferences that bring in representatives from other nations—including major U.S. companies—to legitimize Chinese norms.”\textsuperscript{25}

Beijing is also adept at using international institutions to advance multiple elements of its model. For example, during 2016-2018, Meng Hongwei, a senior Chinese Public Security official, held the presidency of Interpol.\textsuperscript{26} During Meng’s presidency, Interpol formally agreed to collaborate with

\begin{itemize}
\item In 2018, the Chinese government arrested Meng on charges of corruption. He was found guilty and sentenced in 2020 to thirteen and a half years in prison.
\end{itemize}
China to promote security and stability in Interpol members along the Belt and Road. In addition, in 2017, China hosted Interpol's annual international conference, at which Xi Jinping delivered the keynote address. In the course of his remarks, Xi offered to upgrade Interpol's telecommunications infrastructure and to train 5000 international police officers. China's leadership of Interpol also served as a legitimizing element domestically. The Chinese media reported that Meng's leadership of Interpol signified that the international community supported China's conception of the rule of law.

**Leverage and Coercion:** Finally, China also uses the leverage of its market to coerce international actors to accept elements of its model. Most frequently, Beijing pressures companies and countries to accede to its conception of mainland Chinese sovereignty, which includes Hong Kong, Taiwan, and the South China Sea or risk losing access to its market. In 2018, for example, Beijing threatened to cut off access to its market for international airlines and hotel chains that identified Taiwan as a separate entity on their websites. More recently in October 2019, the United States was rocked by the case of Houston Rockets General Manager Daryl Morey, who tweeted, "Fight for Freedom, Stand with Hong Kong." In response to the tweet, Chinese companies cancelled all licensing deals for Rockets merchandise and the Chinese government banned all CCTV broadcasts of NBA games and reportedly called on the NBA to fire Morey. What is particularly striking in this instance, however, is not the effort to use economic leverage to pressure the Houston Rockets and the NBA, but rather the statement by state-owned CCTV that "any remarks that challenge national sovereignty and social stability are not within the scope of freedom of speech." There could not be a clearer demonstration of China's effort to export its political model than a statement to the effect that China has the right to apply the same standards of free speech it practices at home to actors abroad. Moreover, as China moves to include multinationals in its social credit system, pressure will only grow for these companies to align their behavior more closely with Chinese values and policy preferences.

Importantly, despite the potential economic costs of not acceding to China's demands, several countries, in addition to the United States, are pushing back against these more coercive tactics, including most recently the Czech Republic, Sweden, and Estonia.

For the United States and other market democracies, the risk of increasingly widespread acceptance of China's political and economic model—and the closer relationships between China and these countries that this acceptance implies—is significant. First, it provides China with an expanding group of supporters in the international arena around Chinese positions on human
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30A system by which the Chinese government evaluates its citizens' political and economic trustworthiness and rewards and punishes them accordingly.

rights and Internet governance, the South China Sea, and the Belt and Road. Second, it constrains opportunities for U.S. companies to compete on a level playing field. And third, it leads China to believe that it can coerce any country—including the United States—to change the way it does business to accommodate Chinese values and policy priorities.

**Recommendations**

The United States should take seriously the long-term and multidimensional threat posed by the export of China’s model. An effective response must include several elements:

**First, the United States should transform its narrative around China from defensive and reactive to positive and proactive.** Tough U.S. rhetoric around the Belt and Road Initiative and current efforts to push back against China’s activities in the United Nations have been important elements in rethinking and resetting the terms of U.S. policy toward China and alerting other countries to problematic CCP policies. However, they are not enough. Without a positive global narrative—a U.S. vision for global prosperity and security and policies to support that vision—Beijing’s efforts will continue to gain traction because there is no alternative. The 2018 Asia Reassurance Initiative Act (ARIA) reflects many of the necessary building blocks of a forward-leaning and positive U.S. strategy. These include support for projects that help build democratic institutions in the region’s developing economies, that enhance the defense capabilities of U.S. partners in the region, and that promote cooperative, high-quality investment, such as the U.S.-Australia-Japan-New Zealand project to electrify 70 percent of Papua New Guinea by 2030. This same type of U.S. interest and commitment demonstrated toward Asia Pacific is equally needed in Latin America and Africa.

**Second, the United States should think creatively about how best to deploy non-traditional or soft power.** For example, the United States should redouble its efforts to attract the best and brightest from around the world to study in the United States. In 2019, sixty-two current heads of state and heads of government had previously studied in the United States. The State Department, however, cut the number of visas it issues to newly enrolled international students by almost 10 percent during 2017-2019. This trend undermines a critical element of U.S. soft power at a moment when China is actively recruiting and paying students globally to study in China.

In addition, in selling the American model, the United States should capitalize on its strong corporate sector and well-deserved reputation as a center for global innovation. For example, the U.S. Ambassador to Greece Geoff Pyatt managed to have the United States recognized as the "honored country" for the 2018 Thessaloniki International Fair. The theme of the U.S. pavilion was “Harnessing the Power of Innovation and Creativity,” and it featured 65 American companies, including technology leaders such as Google, Microsoft, Hewlett Packard, IBM, and Oracle, with workshops and mentoring opportunities for young Greek entrepreneurs. Microsoft also used the fair to announce a new Digital Innovation Hub to be based in Thessaloniki. In several interviews I conducted with Greek officials in February 2020, they spontaneously remarked on the enormous success of the U.S. effort. Pyatt’s soft power achievements have also been matched by the U.S. administration’s encouragement of greater U.S. investment in Greece, as the country privatizes
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major sectors of its economy. This provides some competition for Chinese companies, which often field multiple bids for these privatization opportunities. Moreover, Congress’s role in releasing DFC funding for a major new energy project in Greece is further evidence of how the United States can compete effectively when it thinks strategically.

**Third, Congress should expand its diplomatic remit.** One of America’s greatest strengths in its relationship with China is its allies. Many countries share the United States’ concerns about the nature of China’s power and intentions. The European Union, for example, has declared China a “systemic rival.” Congress should consider establishing relations with parliamentary groups in other countries to help build consensus and align countries’ policies on how to meet the China challenge. During the Munich Security Conference, for example, a member of the German Bundestag expressed interest in developing a Transatlanticcaucus that would address China-related issues. Such a group could be useful in thinking through opportunities for action in third countries, particularly smaller European states who might become dependent on Chinese investment, as well as in building consensus around issues such as Huawei.

**Fourth, given limited U.S. resources, the United States should work with OECD countries to develop a global strategy for advancing the principles of market democracies.** Africa, with its young, dynamic population, and strong Chinese presence should be a particular focus of attention. (In 2018, the United States was the largest investor by project number in Africa, but China was the largest investor in terms of overall capital.) The United States and interested OECD partners could launch a smart and sustainable cities initiative, identifying and financing five to ten high profile smart city projects in African countries with DFC financing and partnerships among American and other multinationals. These projects would underscore the U.S.’s natural leadership in sustainable cities, while at the same time directly competing with China based on principles of openness and transparency. In addition, the United States should expand the Blue Dot Initiative to include European partners, understanding that the Blue Dot effort will only be successful if it induces China to raise its standards or if alternative projects are also put forth.

**Fifth, Congress should consider holding hearings with representatives from the international business community in China to develop a strategy for addressing coercive Chinese efforts to enforce its political values.** As a first initiative, these hearings should address how companies might unite to push back against China’s coercive policies around the identification of Taiwan and should also include a preliminary assessment of the impact of the social credit system on multinationals.
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